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Notes from the course Competencias digitales: conocimientos, habilidades y actitudes para la Sociedad Red (Digital competences: Knowledge, skills and attitudes for the Network Society), organized by the CUIMPB, and held in Barcelona, Spain, on July 16th and 17h, 2009.

More notes on this event: competencias_digitales_cuimpb_2009.

Participatory Media and Participatory Pedagogy
Howard Rheingold

It's better to talk about literacy (or literacies) than skills, are skills are bound to the individual, and literacies have a social component: skill + community. There’s a social component to knowledge tied to the new media we’re witnessing.

For instance, we can buy a book online, but the fact that you can not only access the “objective” information that it's online about the book, but also the opinions of others, this enriches the information. And the consumer more and more needs a context, a frame. And this frame heavily relies on reputation.

Thus, education also needs a context, a frame. Again — and especially in education — it is about reputation, and about the social factor.
Monograph: Digital competences: Knowledge, skills and attitudes for the Network Society

- Digital Divide and e-Participation: a bibliography
- Digital Competences (I). Boris Mir: The digital competence as a methodological competence
- Digital Competences (II). José Manuel Pérez Tornero: Criteria for Media Literacy Levels
- Digital Competences (IV). Jesús Martínez & Dolors Reig: Communities of Practice in Public Administrations. Compartim programme and digital competences
- Digital Competences (V). Howard Rheingold: Participatory Media and Participatory Pedagogy
- Digital Competences (VI). Joan Torrent: Electronic skill-biased technological change (e-SBTC), enterprise and work
- Digital Competences (VII). Gerard Vélez and Laura Rosillo: La Caixa, from e-Learning to collective Intelligence
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Notes from the EDem10 — 4th International Conference on eDemocracy 2010, at the Danube-University Krems, and held in Krems, Austria, on May 6th and 7th, 2010. More notes on this event: edem10.

The Promise and Contradictions of E-Democracy, Obama Style
Micah L. Sifry, Personal Democracy Forum

Expectations that the Obama administration would continue the tone of the Obama campaign: lowering barriers to participation, opening the government, etc. But it does not seem that expectations have been accomplished.

The Campaign

The open government directive was the first one to be issued when entering the White House. It claimed for a more open, more participative, more collaborative.
ICTlogy, review of ICT4D, #80, May 2010

Monograph: EDEm10 — 4th International Conference on eDemocracy

- EDEm10: Andy Williamson. Disruption and Empowerment: Embedding Citizens at the Heart of Democracy
- EDEm10: Ismael Peña-López. Goverati: e-Aristocrats or the delusion of e-Democracy
- EDEm10: e-Democracy and Open Government
- EDEm10: Network Society
- EDEm10: Momentum Project
- EDEm10. Micah L. Sifry: The Promise and Contradictions of E-Democracy, Obama Style
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Sum up of the EDem10 posts

May 8, 2010 in 1# English, 2# E-Democracy, 8# Video, News, Books, Links, ... | Tags: cedem11, cedem, EDem10

THANKS TO ALL PARTICpants, FOR YOUR BLOG POSTS, TWEETS, VIDEOS AND PICS!

- Axel Bruns is an Associate Professor in the Creative Industries Faculty at Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia: http://snurb.info/taxonomy/term/117
- Matthew Allen, Researcher, Educator and Net Critic: http://www.netcrit.net/edem10/
- Video by Bengt Feil - Announcement of the CEDEM11 – „We call it CeDEM11“: http://www.twitvid.com/P4MBH
- Twitterlist by Robert Harm (http://www.ihrwebprofi.at/lifstream): http://twitter.com/robertharm/edem10-participants
- Twitter Stream #edem10: http://twitter.com/#search?q=%23edem10

Presenters at #eDem10 struggling w real gap between egov sites that no one uses and citizen driven sites that govt won't listen to.

A revolution doesn't happen when a society adopts new tools. It happens when society adopts new behaviours." #edem10 http://is.gd/bWyI3

Coverage of the #edem10 conference on http://www.pep-net.eu as well as the official site http://bit.ly/vhBUN #pepnet

Momentum project to monitor e-participation initiatives http://www.ep-momentum.eu/ #edem10

About to start my talk on "the promise and contradictions of edemocracy, Obama-style" at #eDem10.

... #edem10 organisers already working on next years conference #cedem11 - http://www.donau-uni.ac.at/cedem
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In Empowerment and Governance in the Information Society (I): the hourglass of information power we described a way to look at power, empowerment and governance, and ended up facing an odd distribution of power in the Information Society. A close up to that distribution may look like the following image:

**Distribution of power in the Information Society**

[Diagram showing the distribution of power in the Information Society]
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Distribution of power in the Information Society [click to enlarge]
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The Ditchley Foundation has invited me to take part in one of their conferences under the general topic of Democracy and the Power of the Individual, taking place in Ditchley Part, 3-5 February 2011. The aim of the conference is that the participants debate around the impact of Information and Communication Technologies onto democracy and democratic forms of participation and engagement, including governance. There will be three main discussion lines:

- **Democracy and social change**, dealing about democratic systems and the ongoing social changes in the Information Society, engagement, how and why people participate, etc.

- **The health of institutions**, that is, whether institutions are of any value nowadays, how should they be changed or how should day accommodate to the pace of new forms of participation, what is the role of governments and political
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Last 3-5 February 2011 I attended the conference Democracy and the Power of the Individual, organized by the Ditchley Foundation.

John Holmes, the Director of the Foundation, has published his traditional note on the conference. The note is not only worth reading as an approximate summary of what was discussed during the sessions, but especially as a good state-of-the-question list of the most relevant topics concerning democracy, politics, governance and citizenry. I honestly think that the paper definitely is a good starting point or a faithful snapshot of what is going on in the intersection of the Information Society and Politics in a very broad sense.
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This paper is the latest, improved and merged version of two previous lines of work. On the one hand, a reflection on e-Readiness, digital literacy and its role in participation, which I presented at the 4th International Conference on eDemocracy 2010 (EDem10) in Krems last year. On the other hand, the reflections on how the distance between governance and empowerment has been increasing due to Information and Communication Technologies (Empowerment and Governance in the Information Society (I): the hourglass of information power, Empowerment and Governance in the Information Society (II): digerati, goverati and the role of ICT4D) and which later became my position paper for the Democracy and the power of the individual conference at the Ditchley Foundation.
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**Nik Peachey**

If anyone has 5 mins spare to contribute their opinions to this research questionnaire I have written I'd be very grateful.

Anyone who participates can also sign up to get a copy of the data it creates.
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*This group was established in April 2007 for all those interested in ICT4D (Information and Communication Technologies for Development) - led by the ICT4D Collective and UNESCO Chair in ICT4D at Royal Holloway, University of London. It provides an opportunity for information sharing and networking amongst all those with interests in how ICTs can be used to contribute to ’development’.***
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Empowerment and Governance in the Information Society (II): digerati, goverati and the role of ICT4D
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By Ismael Peña-López

This is a two-part article on the power relationships and distribution in the Information Society. It first presents, in Empowerment and Governance in the Information Society (I): the hourglass of information power, some concepts as power, empowerment and governance, and how they have been distributed amongst citizens and institutions along ages. The second one, Empowerment and Governance in the Information Society (II): digerati, goverati and the role of ICT4D, reflects on how the quality of democracy is decreasing precisely because of an increase of citizen empowerment.

In Empowerment and Governance in the Information Society (I): the hourglass of information power we described a way to look at power, empowerment and governance, and ended up facing an odd distribution of power in the Information Society. A close up to that distribution may look like the following image:
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Two years ago, in *Towards a comprehensive definition of digital skills*, I depicted digital literacy according to five different categories, being those categories technological literacy, informational literacy, media literacy, digital presence and e-awareness (please see the paper *From laptops to competences: bridging the digital divide in higher education* for a thorough explanation about those concepts):
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I am **Ismael Peña-López**.

I am professor at the School of Law and Political Science of the Open University of Catalonia, and researcher at the Internet Interdisciplinary Institute and the eLearn Center of that university.

My main **research interests** are the impact of ICTs in society (e-Readiness, the digital divide), especially in development (e-inclusion, ICT4D), and educational (e-Learning, digital competence) and political (e-participation, e-democracy) institutions.

Previous to my academic life, and for five years, I was a founding member and later director of the Cooperation for Development Programme at the University, mainly working in e-learning for development and online volunteering.
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